Mission:
"Provide the High-Tech markets with Best in Class
Custom ASIC Services and IP Cores"
Brief Company Profile:
KAL is the first to offer Project Management
consultancy Service as a stand-alone service. This
service is possible due to our professional track record
and worldwide partners. KAL has worldwide partners to provide an ASIC services that meet
quality, schedule in competitive price.
Such services can be a supply chain service, silicon IP cores, EDA tools, on site engineering and
design service for system-on-chip (SOC) ASIC, analog/Mixed- Signal /RF ASIC on turnkey base or
per customer specification.
Our strong capabilities and wide experience drive from closely working with a large variety of
clients within the Defense, Industrial, Medical, Communication, Consumer and Security
applications. KAL delivers its customers with the ultimate "Total Solution" approach. As a
focused firm we are well familiar with the market. KAL is located at the heart of Israel, in
between the Israeli silicon valleys. The company is creative and dynamic.
As part of our full service and commitment, we fully responsible for the pre sale cycle and we
escort the customer all over the project cycle with administrative service as well as technical
service. We take responsibility from the very early consulting stage during the design phase to
project deployment and fabrication.Our unique infrastructure ensures the provision of efficient,
competitive, profitable and professional service from which our customers and principals seek
benefit.
KAL's founder, Mr. Adi Katav is a Computers Science Engineer from the Ben-Gurion University
and a Marketing Management Master (MBA-MAMM) graduate at the Derby University. "The
future of the Semiconductor industry as I see it, lies on solutions with real Mixed-Signal systems
and analog function".
Our Core Values:






Innovation to Create Value.
Respect and Develop People.
Commitment to Customer Success.
Lead with Courage and Commitment to the Suppliers.
Integrity above all else..

